




TWO SIDE 

POCKETS 

BUTTON 

CUFFS 

LATE SEEZYN 

�EN. 2 
JACKET 

Retail     Wholesale
$139         $83.40

We have done it again with this needed piece. This jacRet is another must 

in the Treezyn line up. Great build, wind/water blocR mid layer and cool 

looRing camo to boot! You can move in comfort, stay warm and dry afield 

on those late seezyn days when it's just you and the elements. Treezyn 

logo embroidered left chest and yoRe. 



LATE SEEZVN 

GEN 2 LS 1/4 ZIP CiEN. 2 

■245 GSM bonded material

• Large chest pocRet

■Thumb holes in cuffs

• Bonded hexagon pattern inner layer

■ Gen II LS Pattern

Retail $80 
Wholesale $48

This product has it all. .. looRs and usability! Can be used as an outer layer or 

just to style around. Form fitting For any type of hunting and pacR-able. You 

will want this in your Treezyn collection. Treezyn embroidered left chest. 

GEN 2 HOODIE 

■245 GSM bonded material

■ Kangaroo Front pocRet

• Zipper relief in necR

• Front chest pocRet

■Thumb holes in sleeve

•Waist draw string

• Gen II LS Pattern

Retail $65
Wholesale $39 

This product has it all. .. looRs and usability! Can be used as an outer layer or 

just to style around. Form fitting For any type of hunting and pacR-able. You 

will want this in your Treezyn collection. Treezyn embroidered left chest. 



LATE SEEZYN 

GEN 2 LS LONG SLEEVE SHIRT CiEN. 2 

•185 GSM bonded poly

• Gen 11 LS Pattern

■Cuffed sleeves

• Form fitting

■MocR Turtle NecR

Retail $45  
Wholesale $27

This long sleeve shirt is built to add to our layering system. With it's bonded 

inside layer it performs great in cold weather giving you your first line of de

fense against the cold and wind. Heat retention with this shirt is it's purpose 

and it lives up to the expectations! Treezyn logo heat transferred on chest and 

Treezyn embroidered on collar. 

GEN 2 LS VEST 

•245 GSM mid weight material

■Gen II LS Pattern

•Accessible PocRets

• Waist draw string

Retail $70
Wholesale $42

Let's face it, we all love vests. We built this garment for a multitude of rea

sons. You can wear it for core warmth either hunting or out on the town. It's 

perfect for layering without hindering your ability to draw a bow or move 

freely, we love this piece. Treezyn logo embroidered left chest and yoRe. 



GEN 2 LS BEANIE 

• Great At

■ 240 GSM micro Fleece

• LS Gen II Pattern

LATE SEEZVN 

CiEN. 2 

Retail $20
Wholesale $12

We have a beanie that Ats the way one should. This piece gives you addition

al protection against ol' man winter. We all need beanies in every reachable 

location so mal"le sure you don't leave this addition out. Treezyn logo embroi

dered Front 

GEN 2 LS GAT OR 

• Great At

•240 GSM micro Fleece

•LS Gen II Pattern
Retail $15
Wholesale $9 

In preparing For long days in the cold weather be sure you stacl"l the odds in 

your Favor For success. We have necl"l gaiters to provide another weapon you 

can use so when hunting so your mind isn't on your comfort level. .. we did the 

thinl"ling so you can hunt! Treezyn logo embroidered Front. 

GEN 2 LS GLOVES 

• PVC grip rite palm material

•300 GSM weight glove

•Z Tech Finger tips For device usage

Retail $20 
Wholesale $12

These gloves are a great build and weight. You will be able to perform 

at peaR level still while wearing these gloves ... you no longer need to 

remove gloves at the prime moment. Tech fingers allow you to access 

your devices without exposure to the elements. Warmth and dexterity 

are these gloves claim to fame. Treezyn logo heat transferred top. 



SIDE ?OCKET, 

KNIFE CLI? 

?ROECTOR, 

MAGNETIC 

CLOSURE 

LAYER FOR 

\NINO AND 

\NATER BLOCKING 

PERFORMANCE 

■ 365 GSM weight Material

■ 3 layer system with wind/water blocl'< mid layer

■ Boot relief

■ Magnetic pocl'<ets

■ l<nife clip sheath

Retail   Wholesale

$139            $83.40

This is an outstanding build on trousers, built 

for the serious late seezyn hunter in mind. 

Our layering system of the gear with our 

wind/water blocR mid layer allows us to build 

a product that taRes the LS gear to next level 

status. These will Reep you warm and comfy 

on the stand or in the blind. Accessible pocR-

ets designed for ease of use and storage. 

Treezyn logo embroidered on both cargo 

pocRets. 





ES GEN2 l/4 Zip 

•240 GSM mid weight

• Large chest pocRet

•Thumb holes in cuffs

• Bonded hexagon pattern inner layer

•ES Gen 2 Pattern

Retail $79    Wholesale $48

This product has it all. .. looRs and usability! Can be used as an outer layer or 

just to style around. Form fitting For any type of hunting and pacR-able. You 

will want this in your Treezyn collection. Treezyn embroidered left chest. 

ES GEN2 Long Sleeve ES GEN2 Short Sleeve 

Retail $49   Wholesale $ 29 Retail $29    Wholesale $17

This lightweight long sleeve is exactly what you want on your body in the 

early seezyn. 120 gsm breathable, dri-fit poly maRes this shirt a must when 

the temps rise. 13e concealed and comfortable with our ES pattern and the 

perfect shirt For an early seezyn scenario. 



ES GEN2 Hoodie 

Here it is folRs, you wanted it and you got it! This hoodie 
has been needed, you wanted it so we did it, all for the love 

of camo! The necR has a zippered relief so you don't get 
"squeezed" liRe many hoodies out there. Roomy front 

chest pocRet for accessories and a Rangaroo pocRet as 
well to Reep your hands comfortable and warm. 245 gsm 

lined with our HexFlow material. Thumbholes in the 
sleeves and all double stitched. Once again, a piece for the 

field or the town, it's nice to have 
options. Treezyn logo embroidered left chest. 

Wholesale $41



Wholesale $12

Wholesale $12





ES GEN2 Ultra Pants 

Retail $99 
Wholesale $ 59

This vented bacR oxford is built 

with Treezyn's Flex 4 material 

maRing it the most breathable, 

durable shirts available to-

day ... period! This long sleeve shirt 

is designed to hunt in, even in 

the hottest of conditions. Vented 

bacR allows air Flow across your 

body to aid in cooling. 

QuicR drying material and the fit 

is perfect. Button up Front and 

cuffs. Treezyn logo left chest. 

Nobody offers you a light weight pant 

liRe this ... no one! This is our lightest, 

breathable, most durable pant we have 

designed to date. Built with Treezyn's 

own Flex 4 material, we believe we 

have created the last pair of light 

weights you'll ever need to own. Stay 

ventilated with our unique perforated 

system and zipped vent reliefs, all 

designed to maximize air Flow and aid 

in the cooling process. QuicR drying 

and plenty of pocRets For storage. 

Treezyn logo side pocRet. 

ES GEN2 Ultra Vent Oxford 

Retail $69
Wholesale $41 





Yes, we had to build this For you ladies! Once again, we constructed a 1/4 zip 

made For you, not a man. You will enjoy the quietness, Function and beauty of 

this pullover From the start. The same great Features apply, Front pocRet, 

thumb hole in sleeves, but built in the woman's cut. Vixzyn logo embroidered 

Front and bacR yoRe of this garment 

Vixzyn Gen2 Long Sleeve 

• 185 GSM lightweight

• Ori-Fit breathable poly

•Vixzyn Pattern

Retail $45 
Wholesale $27

This long sleeve shirt is built to add to our layering system. With it's bonded 

inside layer it performs great in cold weather giving you your first line of de

fense against the cold and wind. Heat retention with this shirt is it's purpose 

and it lives up to the expectations! Vixzyn logo heat transferred on chest and 

Vixzyn embroidered on collar. 

Wholesale $ 48



Vixzyn Gen2 Hoodie 

•245 GSM bonded material

•l<angaroo front pocRet

•Zipper relief in necR

''Front chest pocRet

•Thumb holes in sleeve

•Waist draw string

c;eN.2 

                                                             Retail $80     Wholesale $48

Yes, we had to build this For you ladies! Once again, we constructed a 1/3 zip 

made For you, not a man. You will enjoy the quietness, function and beauty 

of this pullover From the start. The same great Features apply, Front pocRet, 

thumb hole in sleeves, but built in the woman's cut. Vixzyn logo embroidered 

Front and bacR yoRe of this garment 

•365 GSM weight material

•Gen II LS Pattern

• 3 layer system with

wind/water blocR mid layer 

• Multiple pocRets

• Forearm relief

• Wrist buttons

Retail $139 
Wholesale $84

We have done it again with this needed piece. This jacRet is another must in 

the Vixzyn line up. Great build, wind/water blocR mid layer and cool looRing 

camo to boot! You can move in comfort, stay warm and dry afield on those 

late seezyn days when it's just you and the elements. Vixzyn logo 

embroidered left chest and yoRe. 



Vixzyn Gen2 MasR 

•254 GSM bonded hex fabric liner

• Long necR shield

•Gen II LS Pattern

days. This masR is lined with our signature hexagon pattern Fabric to assist in 

your battle with the cold. Vixzyn embroidered logo on Front necR flap. 

Vixzyn Gen2 Gloves 

·PVC grip rite palm material

·300 GSM weight glove

Retail $20 

Wholesale $12

•Z Tech Finger for device usage

•Buddy clasp

•LS Gen II Pattern

These gloves are a great build and weight. You will be able to perform at peaR 

level still while wearing these gloves ... you no longer need to remove gloves at 

the prime moment. Tech fingers allow you to access your devices without ex

posure to the elements. Warmth and dexterity are these gloves claim to Fame. 

Vixzyn logo heat transferred top. 

Vixzyn Gen2 Beanie 

•240 GSM micro fleece

•LS Gen II Pattern

Retail $20 

Wholesale $12

We have a beanie that fits the way one should. This piece gives you additional 

protection against al' man winter. 

Wholesale $12



Vixzyn Gen2 Pants CiEN 2 

• 365 G5M weight Material

·3 layer system with

wind/water blocR mid layer 

• Boot relief

• Magnetic poci<ets

• l<nife clip sheath

-Gen 11 LS Pattern

Retail $149 
Wholesale $84

This is an outstanding build on trousers ladies, built for the serious late 

seezyn lady hunter in mind, not for men. Form Atting to your needs we 

assure you you were in mind when we built this line. Our layering system 

of the gear with our wind/water bloci< mid layer allows us to build a 

product that tai<es the LS gear to next level status. These will Reep you 

warm and comfy on the stand or in the blind. Accessible poci<ets 

designed for ease of use and storage. Vixzyn logo embroidered on both 



Wholesale $ 39



■ Large chest pocRet

•Thumb holes in cuffs

• Bonded hexagon pattern inner layer

• ES GEN2 Pattern

Retail $79    

Yes, we had to build this For you ladies! Once again, we constructed a 1/4 zip 

made For you. Not a man. You will enjoy the quietness, Function and beauty 

of this pullover From the start. The same great Features apply, Front pocRet, 

thumb hole in sleeves, but built in the woman's cut. Vixzyn logo embroidered 

Front and bacR yoRe of this garment 

Vixzyn ES GEN2 Long Sleeve 

•120 GSM lightweight

• Ori-Fit breathable poly

• ES Pattern

Retail $45 
Wholesale $27

120 gsm lightweight dri-Fit poly. This long sleeve is cut just right For you 

ladies and a must For your early seezyn adventures. You'll remain comfort

able and unhindered in this long sleeve built For you. 

Wholesale $48



Vixzyn ES GEN2 Lined Cargo 

·240 GSM mid weight

•Magnet pocRet closures

·Bonded hexagon pattern inner layer

·ES Pattern

Retail $119
Wholesale $71.40

Ladies, you were not Forgotten! These cargo pants are designed and built For 

the woman's body, all shapes and sizes. This cargo pant has the same dura

ble Features as the men's pant, an inner lining and magnetic pocRets but this 

is strictly For the ladies. It has two elastic bridges in the waistband to achieve 

a better fit. Vixzyn logo on the Front pocRet and waist. 

Vixzyn ES GEN2 Short Sleeve 

•120 GSM lightweight

• Ori-Fit breathable poly

• ES Pattern

Retail $30 
Wholesale $18

120 gsm lightweight dri-fit poly. All the same Features, the same cut as the 

long sleeve shirt just built perfectly for you in our short sleeve model 



Vixzyn ES GEN2 Gloves 

Retail $20   Wholesale $12

Gloves built For the ladies' touch! Smaller cut versions but same durable 

qualities and hand Forming fit. Silicone palms as well For the best grip 

possible. Vixzyn logo top side. 

Available in 3 sizes: Small, Medium and Large. 

Vixzyn ES Short Sleeve 

Retail $20 Wholesale $12 

All the same properties and Function in this Vixzyn Face masR covered in our 

ES pattern. Same poly-spandex combo but with the Vixzyn logo to set our 

ladies apart. Don't get busted at the last moment because you left this piece 

From your ensemble. 



Womens ES GEN2 Ultra Pants 

Retail $85 
Wholesale $51

This vented bacR oxford is built 

and fit For you ladies. 

Manufactured with Treezyn's Flex 

4 material maRing it the most 

breathable, durable shirts 

available today ... period! This long 

sleeve shirt is designed to hunt 

in, even in the hottest of 

conditions. Vented bacR allows 

air Flow across your body to aid in 

cooling. QuicR drying material 

and the fit is perfect. Button up 

Front and cuffs. Vixzyn logo left 

chest. 

Nobody offers you a light weight pant 

liRe this ... no one! This is our lightest, 

breathable, most durable pant we have 

designed to date. Built with Treezyn's 

own Flex 4 material, we believe we 

have created the last pair of light 

weights you'll ever need to own. Stay 

ventilated with our unique perforated 

system and zipped vent reliefs, all 

designed to maximize air Flow and aid 

in the cooling process. QuicR drying 

and plenty of pocRets For storage. 

Treezyn logo side pocRet. 

Womens ES GEN2 Ultra Vent Oxford 

Retail $65 
Wholesale $39
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